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Mu ye appeared to be very excited when he saw that his fantasy was effective. 
 
“At this moment, he once again turned his gaze to the broken fantasy horn.” 
 
“Although the illusion law had been broken, the foundation was still there. It would not take too long to 
reforge it, and he did not need to collect resources from several eras like Tian He did.” 
 
“At this moment, mu ye knew that he had found a treasure.” 
 
He immediately walked to the deep pit and reached out for the fantasy horn. 
 
“The moment it touched the horn, the world shook violently and began to collapse inward.” 
 
“A large number of fantasy creatures were crushed by this force, turning into the purest fantasy origin 
force and flowing to the fantasy horn.” 
 
“At this moment, the entire world had collapsed apart from the region where Mu ye was.” 
 
The domain returned to nothingness following the appearance of the starry sky. Mu ye was completely 
free from it. 
 
“The horn slowly merged into his body, and Tian He’s voice resounded in his mind again,””” 
 
“””If possible, help me take revenge. The potential of fantasy is far greater than you can imagine. 
Perhaps it … Has no limit!””” 
 
Mu ye nodded subconsciously upon hearing this. 
 
This was because the spiritking was one of their targets. 
 
“Since the spiritking was able to overthrow the demon beast clan, he believed that they would be able 
to do the same under the leadership of the dog God’s hand.” 
 
“At this moment, the power of illusion connected with the divine artifact. Lu Wu immediately noticed 
everything and turned his eyes to mu ye.” 
 
“Then, he noticed that several streams of energy were approaching mu ye.” 
 
“It was apparent that mu ye had noticed this as well because three black holes appeared before him. 
Soon after, three figures with silver crescents on their foreheads walked out from the black holes.” 
 
“””The Holy Spirit clan!”” Mu ye immediately recognized their identities upon seeing their appearance.” 
 
“””Give us your fantasy and you can leave!”” The burly man in the lead said in a cold voice.” 
 



“In fact, they had already noticed it when the world began to collapse inward, because observing this 
world was the task given to him by their “”King.””” 
 
“Now that he had rushed over, he didn’t expect that the illusion had already been taken away, so he 
naturally wanted it to be handed over.” 
 
“A faint smile appeared on mu ye’s face upon seeing this. Now that the connection between him and 
the divine weapon had disappeared, could he still be afraid of death?” 
 
“He immediately got ready to contact the dog official to take him away, but at this time, Lu Wu’s voice 
sounded in his mind,””” 
 
“””Mu ye, I’m taking back your soul now. We can’t take the illusion Maxim away!””” 
 
“””Why?”” Mu ye immediately recognized the voice and asked anxiously.” 
 
“””I believe that the spiritking noticed this place when this world collapsed, so it’s extremely 
disadvantageous for us to take away the Laws of Illusion that haven’t completely fused with you. The 
spiritking might be able to track us down!””” 
 
“””Then we’re just going to let them take away the law of illusion?”” Mu ye said, unwilling to give up.” 
 
“””Of course not. I’ll take away your soul first and leave your body behind. I’ll find a way to help you 
reforge a body.” 
 
“””Alright, the stupid officials will listen to you!”” Mu ye immediately replied upon hearing this.” 
 
“At that moment, the divine weapon was activated and mu ye’s soul was instantly recalled. At the same 
time, a livestream room was activated on the forum. A game notification rang in the players ‘minds.” 
 
[Game hint: come to the forum and prepare for a big one!] 
 
“After Lu Wu’s announcement, all the players entered the live broadcast room one after another, all 
wanting to see what the big deal was that the dog official was talking about.” 
 
“At the same time, a new game announcement appeared:” 
 
“*Game hint: insert the coin to play the game, one million soul coins per use!+” 
 
“At the same time as the game announcement appeared, Lu Wu simulated mu ye’s body in the artifact 
space and then put his consciousness into this body.” 
 
“On the other hand, the simulated body in the divine weapon space was connected to mu ye’s soulless 
physical body in the outside world.” 
 
“At this moment, the game prompt and Lu Wu’s voice sounded in mu ye’s mind,””” 
 
[Game prompt: you have received 10 game coins. Please start the game!] 



 
“””Muye, since you already know how to use the illusion law, you can demonstrate it to everyone. We’ll 
split the income of the soul coins equally!””” 
 
“When mu ye heard that, he suddenly understood what the lousy officials were up to. He was instantly 
excited.” 
 
“Since we can’t get it, why don’t we just use up our imagination?” 
 
“””No, why did the stupid official say half?”” Mu ye suddenly asked in astonishment.” 
 
“””Technical fees, what do you know? hurry up and do it!””” 
 
“””Everyone, quickly come and take a look. This damned official is bullying …”” Before mu ye could finish 
his sentence, he noticed that the line of sight before his eyes had suddenly changed. He was now 
standing before three Holy Spirit tribesmen who had puzzled expressions on their faces.” 
 
“At this time, his consciousness had been projected by Lu Wu into the soulless body that was integrated 
with the fantasy horn.” 
 
“Seeing that mu ye did not reply even after a long time, the three Holy Spirit tribesmen were clearly 
getting impatient. Their figures flickered as they closed in on mu ye, ready to make their move.” 
 
It was also at this moment that mu ye’s body suddenly twisted and transformed into another form from 
a Luffy. 
 
“He was dressed in a tight-fitting black combat suit with a red layered armor on the outside. His long 
hair was draped over his shoulders, and he carried a flaming fan with a Jade hook on it.” 
 
“At the moment the transformation was completed, all sorts of ways to utilize one’s strength 
automatically emerged in mu ye’s mind.” 
 
“The eyes of the eternal kaleidoscope were spinning at this moment. As the two forces approached each 
other, a cold smile appeared on mu ye’s face.” 
 
“””Suzaku, you’re so capable!””” 
 
The writing wheel eye of the eternal kaleidoscope suddenly spun faster. 
 
The illusory power in his body transformed into chakra and gushed out to cover his entire body. Mu ye’s 
figure suddenly transformed into the war god form that was the size of a small mountain peak. 
 
“With a wave of his hand, he pulled out the two swords from his back armor and swung them at the 
three approaching figures.” 
 
“””BOOM!””” 
 
“At the moment of the exchange, mu ye was sent flying while Susano was directly scattered.” 



 
Mu ye’s pupils shifted once again as he was sent flying. 
 
“””Heavenly reflection!””” 
 
“As far as the eye could see, the black flames burned and quickly attached themselves to the three Holy 
Spirit tribesmen who were approaching again.” 
 
“However, mu ye was disappointed to find that the Tenshou’s power was still unable to shake the three 
Holy Spirit tribesmen in the slightest. They did not even bother to Dodge as they appeared directly 
beside him.” 
 
“””Monthly reading!”” Mu ye roared in rage once again.” 
 
An illusion suddenly appeared and pulled the three Holy Spirit race beings into it. 
 
“However, the illusion did not last for long before it shattered.” 
 
“Although they did not possess the spiritking’s “”laws of the divine Spirit,”” they still possessed a portion 
of the power of the laws, so illusions were completely ineffective against them. Even in their (pseudo) 
omniscient state, they could see through the essence of all illusions.” 
 
“Before the full power of the *monthly reading world+ could be unleashed, it had already ended.” 
 
“Seeing this scene, mu ye felt extremely helpless.” 
 
This was really F * cking strong. The power of a small world really couldn’t shake these experts from the 
outer space. 
 
“Mu ye knew that he had to change his form. Otherwise, if he were to fight in the form of the “”cosmic 
intelligence fluctuation spot,”” he would only end up dead.” 
 
“In any case, he would have to consume this fantasy origin power, so he could just make it up!” 
 
“As he thought of this, a figure appeared in mu ye’s mind, and his figure began to twist and transform 
again.” 
 
“When the fantasy ended, his hair was bald … And his facial expression became that of an ordinary 
person who had not invested any funds. His white cloak fluttered in the wind.” 
 
“””Shatter!”” At this moment, a black hole appeared by mu ye’s side and a powerful pulling force 
assaulted him.” 
 
Mu ye tilted his head expressionlessly. He raised his right arm and suddenly punched forward. 
 
“””BOOM!””” 
 



“The black hole instantly shattered into nothingness, and the violent wind from the fist continued to 
blow forward, crushing one of the Holy Spirit tribesmen into pieces on the spot.” 
 
“Since the transmogrification state was to completely substitute into the state of mind of the person 
being transmogrified, mu ye’s heart was as calm as Saitama’s at the moment.” 
 
“He was not even surprised by the power of this punch, and his face was still expressionless.” 
 
The two remaining Holy Spirit race members were stunned by this sight. 
 
“””I’m bald, but I seem to have become stronger!”” Mu ye clenched his fist and spoke in a daze. He 
rubbed his bald head while he was at it.” 
 
“Under the horrified gazes of the remaining two Holy Spirit tribesmen, mu ye turned his gaze toward 
them once again before he swung his fist once more.” 
 
“””Ordinary punch!””” 
 
A terrifying power burst forth from Saitama’s fist and swept forward. 
 
“In the face of this power, the two Holy Spirit race beings discovered that they were unable to cast any 
spell techniques. They had been completely locked in place by this power.” 
 
“At the critical moment of life and death, a figure suddenly descended behind them and disappeared 
with the two figures.” 
 
“The spiritking reappeared. At the same time, countless black holes appeared behind him.” 
 
“His emotionless gaze was also cast on mu ye at this moment. As the analysis began, a hint of 
astonishment appeared on his face.” 
 
[Saitama (peak of the realm of the unreal)]: 
 
[Character details: a virtual character created by the law of illusion. Abilities unknown] 
 
“*Character: emotion-sealed state (the powerful force in his body seals his emotions, unable to produce 
large fluctuations)+” 
 
…… 
 
“When the players in the live streaming channel saw this, they realized what kind of ability mu ye had 
obtained.” 
 
All the players were dumbfounded. 
 
“Uchibana, Saitama … Weren’t these characters only seen in the animations and comics that were 
produced in the human world!” 
 



Fantasy = imagination? Freely creating characters and abilities? 
 
“After understanding what the official dog game company meant by inserting coins to try out the game, 
the live broadcast room immediately exploded.” 
 
“””F * ck, fantasy means that you can create characters at will? This is too F * cking exciting, give me 
one, I want to play a wave of super Saiyans!””” 
 
“””I want to play Felicia, that’s more fun. Put in the coins, put in the coins, let me do it!””” 
 
“””One side passage, I’m coming!””” 
 
“””F * ck, dozens of people inserted coins all of a sudden? I f * cking spent 1 million and found myself in 
the 56th place. Are you all dogs?””” 
 
“””I’m coming, victorious fighting Buddha. Journey to the West III, fight the spiritking! Let’s go!””” 
 
“””I’m here, epoch-making ancient God. I’ll leave it to you to destroy the spiritking!””” 
 
“””Do I, Slayer Lord, not have any dignity? I’m going to snap my fingers today. Who here agrees and who 
is against?””” 
 
“””I just want to turn into a F * cking official. Yes, I just want to get beaten up. What’s the matter? 
what’s the matter? is there a problem?(big meatshield smoking dispiritedly.jpg)”” 
 
“”game reminder: you have been muted for 100 minutes. If you break the rules again, there is the 
danger of your account being banned or deleted. Please watch your words!””” 
 
…… 
 
“Mu ye’s two changes allowed the players to understand how to use the ultimate illusion Maxim, and 
their emotions were gradually getting more and more excited.” 
 
“It was such a fun game, and it was definitely worth it if it only cost one million soul coins!” 
 
“The players began to put in coins in the live broadcast room one after another, and at the same time, 
they scolded the players who put in coins first, calling them dogs who only knew how to compare hand 
speed.” 
 
“Looking at the players who were calling each other “”dogs”” in the bullet comments, the dog was shot. 
He immediately turned on the flame mode in the live broadcast room … He had already practiced to 
10000 words per minute. Although it was not as lethal as Crayon Shinchan, it was expensive because of 
the large volume.” 
 
…… 
 
“Looking at the bullet comments in the live broadcast room, Lu Wu couldn’t help but laugh.” 
 



“Although there were many powerful races in the outer realms, the players who had once lived a stable 
life were not afraid of their imaginations.” 
 
“After all, most of the races believed that the key to the battlefield was to increase their strength, which 
was far more important than the enjoyment of the mind.” 
 
“Therefore, strength and imagination were completely unrelated.” 
 
And Lu Wu was also looking forward to a good show that was about to start! 


